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Online BDP Term End (Practical) Examinations : December 2020 & June 2021 
সহায়ক পাঠkম (Subsidiary Course) 

Practical 
uিdদিবদ া (Botany) 

SBT-3  : Subsidiary Botany - III 
 

Instructions with Model Questions 
 

 Examinees are asked to go through this model question to solve the final MCQ 

during the examination. 

 Instructions :  

The questions will be of MCQ type from the reduced syllabi (available in the NSOU 
website). There will be four options for answer. You will have to answer the correct one. 
Examinees need to go through the topics carefully and are expected to have an 
application based approach while they are covering a topic. Examinees can expect 
several types of questions from the different topics of the reduced syllabi. They are 
advised to follow the following points. 

●  Workout / identification based topics : 

Examinees are expected to have a clear idea about its characteristics and systematic 
position (as and when applicable) of different samples. In this case examinees are 
suggested to read the special characteristics for that sample, intensively. 

Must have a knowledge of all reagents/chemicals and instruments used for these 
purposes. 

●  Experiment based topics : 

Examinees are advised to know about the four major part of that experiment i.e. 
Principle, Materials and Methods (How the experiment is performed and uses of 
different materials Observation and Conclusion part. 

 Model Questions : 

1. A¡A¢¡ A¡¸à[´¬Úàì³¹ [>ìW¡¹ Ñz¹[i¡ìA¡ [A¡ ¤ìº ? 

 What is the lower layer of cork cambium is called ? 

2. "Û¡ãÚ "³¹à[¤>¸àìÎ¹ ëÛ¡ìy K®¢¡àÅÚ A¡[i¡ A¡Û¡[¤[ÅÊ¡ ÒÚ ? 

 How many chambers does the ovary have in case of axile placentation ? 

3. "¸à[Îìi¡à-"¹[Î> ‰¤o šøÑñ[t¡ìt¡ A¡t¡ Åt¡à}Å "¸à[Î[i¡A¡ "¸à[Îl¡ ¤¸¤Òà¹ A¡¹ì¤> ? 

 What percentage of acetic acid will be used in the preparation of aceto-orcein 

solution ? 
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4. 1 M NaOH ‰¤o [A¡®¡àì¤ šøÑñt¡ A¡¹ì¤> ? 

 How to prepare 1 M NaOH solution ? 

5. ëÎàºàì>Îã ëKàìy¹ l¡ü[Š±ìƒ ¤õt¡¸à}ìÅ¹ Î}J¸à A¡[i¡ ? 

 What is the number of calyx in a plant of Solanaceae ? 

6. º¸à[³ìÚÎãìt¡ ëA¡à>ô ‹¹ì>¹ óå¡º šà*Úà ™àÚ ? 

 Which type of flower is found in Lamiaceae ? 


